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tub as usual by the brook side, the girl with the blue eyes, not the
blue of the sky, but the blue of the sea. 'Is Father Ignatius here?' I
asked. * Yes, at least he was here this morning/ I asked a mason at
work upon die building if Father Ignatius was there. 'There he is with
his brother/ said the mason. A black robed and cowled monk was
walking fast along the bottom of the field towards a barn with
Clavering Lyne. Clavering came up to me, but the monk walked
quickly on without looking round. Clavering took me to his father
and mother, who were sitting on a garden seat under a tree in a
pretty little dingle. They had just arrived unexpectedly from
Pontrilas having driven up the valley as I came down. It was curious,
our meeting thus as it were by chance.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyne came up out of their dingle and Mrs. Lyne
brought up Father Ignatius and introduced us. He struck me as
being a man of gentle simple kind manners, excitable, and entirely
possessed by the one idea. He always spoke to his father and mother
as 'Papa* and 'Mamma* and called me 'Father*. I could not persuade
him that my name was not Venables. His head and brow are very
fine, the forehead beautifully rounded and highly imaginative. The
face is a very saindy one and the eyes extremely beautiful, earnest
and expressive, a dark soft brown. When excited they seem
absolutely to flame. He wears the Greek or early British tonsure
all round the temples, leaving the hair of the crown untouched.
His manner gives you the impression of great earnestness and single-
mindedness. The voice and manner are very like Clavering's and
it was with difficulty that I could tell which of the two was speaking
if I did not see them. Father Ignatius wore the black Benedictine
habit with the two loose wings or pieces falling in front and behind,
two violet tassels behind, the knotted scourge girdle, a silver cross
on the breast, and a brazen or golden cross hanging from the rosary
of black beads under the left arm.
We walked round the place and then climbed the steep bank
above and looked'down upon the building. Mrs. Lyne gathered
some whinberries and gave them to us to eat. They were very nice.
They grew along the ground on tiny bushes among a very small
delicately twisted pink heath. We saw the monks and novices below
issuing from a barn where they had engaged for an hour or so in an
examination of conscience*. One of die monks was gazing at us,
He had conceived an irrepressible desire to see Mrs. Lyne again. He

